
2 AGREEMENT 
SUBJECT VERB AGREEMENT 

FORMATTING NOTE: In all example sentences, the subject that illustrates the rule will be underlined 

once and the verb will be underlined twice.  

The principle governing subject-verb agreement is simple: a verb must agree with its subject in 

number (singular or plural) and person (first, second, or third).  

PERSON SINGULAR PLURAL 

First I read her blog. We read her blog. 

Second You read her blog. You read her blog. 

Third* He/she reads her blog.  

Sherri reads her blog.  

They read her blog. 

Sherri and Elton read her blog.  

 

*Note the –s ending on the third person singular verb form; most agreement problems involve this 

form.  

Identifying the subject of a verb and determining whether it is singular or plural can be difficult for 

several reasons. 

1. Sometimes a phrase or clause that modifies the subject comes between the subject and the 

verb.  This does not change the number of the subject.  

Ex: A computer for every ten students is inadequate.  (The subject “computer” is singular 

despite the noun “students” being closer to the verb.) 

Ex: Dining at fancy restaurants is Mr. Fitzbaum’s favorite pastime.  (Gerunds [-ing nouns] 

used as subjects are singular.) 

 

2. Subjects joined by “and” are usually plural.  

Ex: Mrs. Sanchez and her daughter walk to the pond every 

evening. 

However, subjects joined by “and” are considered singular if 

they refer to one unit or a single idea. 

Ex: Bacon and eggs is a favorite American breakfast.  

Ex: Barnes and Nobles sells my two favorite things, books 

and coffee.    



3. When two subjects are joined by “or” or “nor,” the verb agrees with the noun that is closest to 

it.   

Ex: Neither the teacher nor her students agree with the school board’s decision. (Plural 

noun “students” with plural verb “agree”) 

Ex: Either possums or a raccoon has been eating the cat food off the porch. (Singular noun 

“raccoon” with singular subject “has been eating”) 

4.  Collective nouns may be either singular or plural.  A collective noun names a group of persons 

(jury), animals (flock), or things (collection).  

When the writer is thinking of the group as a single unit, the collective noun takes a singular verb; 

when the writer is referring to the individual members of the group, the noun takes a plural verb.  

Ex: The jury reports its verdict at 4 o’clock. (The jury 

is reporting one verdict.) 

Ex: The jury disagree about the guilt of the accused 

and have told the judge that they are hopelessly 

deadlocked. (The individual members of the jury 

disagree.) 

  

5. Indefinite pronouns as subjects cause agreement problems because some of the words are 

always singular; some are plural; and some can be either singular or plural, depending upon the 

sentence and how they are used.  To complicate matters, these pronouns are often followed by 

prepositional phrases that come between the subject and verb. 

 

 

 

 

 

*When these words refer to items that can be counted individually, they are plural 

Ex: Some of the flowers in my bouquet are lilies. (You can count each flower.) 

*When these nouns refer to an amount that cannot be counted individually, they are singular.   

Ex: Some of the flour is spilling out of the bag, and we will need to clean it up. (You cannot 

count the flour.)  

ALWAYS SINGULAR ALWAYS PLURAL EITHER SINGULAR 
OR PLURAL* 

anybody neither  both all 

anyone no one few any 

each nobody others most 

either one many none (generally singular) 

everybody somebody several some 

everyone  someone   



6. When the relative pronouns such as who, which, or that function as the subject of an adjective 

clause, make the verb agree with the antecedent of the pronoun. 

 

Ex: Mario Alverez, who has been elected president of Phi Theta Kappa, is also in the 

running for valedictorian. (“Who” refers to the singular subject, “Mario Alverez.”) 

 

Ex: The college honored those students who have maintained a B average for four years. 

(“Who” refers to the plural “students.”) 

 

7. The expressions for single sums of money and titles of works of art, literature, and music are 

always singular. 

Ex: One hundred dollars is a reasonable price for that necklace. 

Ex: “The Stars and Stripes Forever” is always the finale of the Fourth of July band concert.  

Ex: The Canterbury Tales, an early masterpiece of English literature, was written by 

Geoffrey Chaucer. 

  

8. Some words that are plural in form are singular in usage.  

molasses economics civics 

measles mathematics news 

mumps physics aeronautics* 

*This list is not comprehensive 

 

Ex:  Molasses is my favorite thing to eat on waffles.  

 

Ex: Physics is the study of matter and energy.  

 

 


